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Convenience, Choice, Friendly Service - that's what Corporate Services delivers to the
Enterprise. Let us be your choice for product and service excellence. For more information visit
the Corporate Services Intranet site, call directly, or schedule a tour. We look forward to making
your job a little less work!
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Enterprise Policies applying to Corporate Services:
■

Policy #1.25

Secure Disposal

■

Policy #1.35

Physical Access Control

■

Policy #1.36

Parking

■

Policy #3.10

Travel and Meeting Services

■

Policy #3.21

Vehicle Use

■

Policy #4.10

Copy Center Services

■

Policy #4.20

Procurement of Goods/Services

■

Policy #4.21

Materials Management

■ Policy #4.30

Records Retention

■ Policy #4.50

Contracts for Purchase, Lease, Rental
and Maintenance

■

Policy #4.51

Office Space, Furniture and Design Standards

■

Policy #4.52

Facilities Utilization

Corporate Services is proud to support the Enterprise Operations Center team that
works to keep critical business elements up and running in the face of disasters like
floods, fires and hurricanes.
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aue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida operates a corporate aircraft as a business tool to increase

In Corporate Services, we continually strive to be our customers' choke for product and serv

ravel efficiency and management effectjveness. The Corporate Flight department, consisting of

ice excellence. Our mission is to provide high quality, low cost office-related products, services

_ team of three pilots and based at nearby Craig Airport, supports the Company's business goals

and alternatives in a timely manner to assist you in the attainment of your business needs, goals

,y providing safe, secure and efficient air travel services.

and objectives.
How can we deliver on this mission? By being cost
conscious, customer-focused and team-oriented. By
encouraging learning and growth and striving for
continuous quality improvements. And by supporting
the entire Enterprise through a variety of teams,
each dedicated to every employee.
No matter where you're located, or what you do, we
can help make your job a little easier.
Whether you need to make an airline reservation,
change a light bulb, host a party, move a wall, get
medical assistance, have a package delivered to the
other side of the world, design a poster, print an
invitation, order a nameplate, store brochures, shred
sensitive documents, eat, color copy and bind pre
sentations, have the windows cleaned, improve the
ergonomics of your workstation or just look and feel
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better. You can do it all through Corporate Services.
And that's not all!
On the following pages is a brief description of each
functional area that makes up the Corporate
Services Group, and what we deliver to you, our
customer. We encourage you to visit our Intranet
site under Organizational Pages/Corporate Services
or call for more information because we can't possi
bly list everything we do.

1

■ Purchasing & Services

0

■ Safety & Security

m
13

■ Engineering & Building Services

17

■ Real Estate & Facilities

21

■ Corporate Aviation
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Purchasing And
■ Services
Virtually every employee uses the services of the Purchasing and Services area whether it be
directly or indirectly. When you look for a person's name on workstation nameplates, hand
your business card to a new business partner, use letterhead to communicate to our members,
request a professional cover for a presentation and then order multiple copies, or when you
require hotel arrangements for a meeting, you're using just a few of the skills and services of
the Purchasing and Services area.
Purchasing Services
If you are interested in obtaining office supplies,
computers, printing supplies or forms that are not
available through Materials Management, please
contact Purchasing Services to place your order. By
doing so, you'll have access to order consolidation
discounts, you won't have to follow-up on billing
because the expenses are charged to your cost
center, you'll have access to a variety of vendors with
a wide range of goods and services, and you can
place your order online. What could be easier?
For more information, visit the Purchasing Services
Intranet site at Organizational Pages/Corporate
Services/Purchasing & Services. There you'll find
online requisition forms for business cards,
nameplates, IT software and hardware, and items for
under and over $500.
Purchasing Services' primary location is Deerwood
Complex (DCC) 4-1. There's a secondary location at the
Riverside Office Complex (ROC), 3 Tower. Hours of
Operation are from 8:00 am through 4:30 pm. For
general information, call extension 58058.
■ DCC Purchasing Services, ext. 58058
■ DCC Purchasing Services Fax, ext. 50018
■ ROC Purchasing Services Fax, ext. 18233

Did You Know... The Purchasing staff negoti
ates with vendors to provide 30 - 60 percent off
the office supply catalog's listed price? Now
that's a significant savings!

Did You Know... During an average year,
Purchasing Services purchases over
$30,000,000 worth of goods and services?

Did You Know... The majority of Purchase
Requisitions are sent to Purchasing Services via
the Intranet?
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CBSF/YMCA
Fitness Center
Building a healthy spirit, mind and body for all - that's the YMCA's mission. So jump in the
�ame. Get on board. ·whether you are looking for a full-body workout or precision training, the
m-site YMCA has the equipment and staff to serve your needs. Group exercise classes are also
rvailable to challenge and motivate members.
-he BCBSF/Y MCA Fitness Center is located at
)CC3-1. Depending on the membership level you
:hoose, you'll also have access to 11 other Y MCA
acilities across Jacksonville. For your convenience,
nembership premiums are deducted bi-weekly from
1our paycheck.
1\/hen you join the "Y;' you'll participate in a Fitness
)rientation to learn the ropes. The Orientation works
1 conjunction with a Fitness Evaluation that
neasures resting heart rate/blood pressure, body fat
>ercentage, cardiovascular endurance, muscular
mdurance, muscular strength and flexibility. This will
:how you your current physical condition - a must
>efore starting any exercise program. Don't let that
:care you. Think of the rewards in six to eight weeks
vhen you're re-evaluated and see the progress
·ou've made.
;top by DCC3-1 for a tour of the facilities. They
,elude towel service, toiletries, locker rooms with
lry sauna, aerobic studio equipped with a spring
)aded hardwood suspension floor, state-of-the-art
veight lifting and cardiovascular equipment, and an
·xercise-testing lab.
lours of Operation:
Monday - Thursday, 6:00 am to 7:30 pm
Friday, 6:00 am to 7:00 pm
DCC BCBSF/Y MCA Fitness Center, ext. 50010

l);c:J You Know...
■ The BCBSF/Y MCA is the largest Y MCA
corporate facility in Jacksonville?
■ The BCBSF/Y MCA serves more than 1,100
members?
■ The BCBSF/Y MCA offers services to BCBSF
employees (members and non-members
alike) such as, Healthy Back and Stress
Management?
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Purchasing And ■ I
■ Services

■

Printing Services
Also known as Reprographics, The Print Shop or
Printing Department, Printing Services prints from
single-color up to four-color process materials, such as
brochures, envelopes, letters, forms, invitations and
more. Of course, their work doesn't end there. If your
job requires folding, stapling, wrapping, or boxing,
Printing Services will handle that, also. They'll even
make sure your materials get delivered to the
appointed contact.
If your printing request requires print vendor manage
ment, Printing Services can coordinate that so you
won't have to. This allows you to avoid the technical
questions and administrative hassles of dealing with
vendors yourself.

Did You �now... The average length of
printing experience in Printing Services is
sixteen years?

Did You �now... Printing Services prints over
7,000,000 envelopes annually?

Did You �now... Printing Services imprints
over 60,000,000 sheets of paper annually?

All jobs completed by Printing Services are charged
back to your cost center and are on the average 20-30
percent less than what outside vendors charge.
To initiate a job with Printing Services, simply
complete the Printing Requisition in full, and they'll
take care of the rest. You can find the Printing
Requisition on the Intranet. Go to Organizational
Pages/Corporate Services/Printing Department and
click on Printing Services Request
Please allow as much lead time as possible when
submitting your job to Printing Services.
For more information, call extension 16266 between
8:00 am and 4:30 pm.
■ ROC Printing Services, ext. 16266
■ ROC Printing Services Fax, ext. 16990
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ccupational
■ Health And Safety
'Sit up straight!" That's not your Mom talking. That's the Occupational Health & Safety team
:ooking out for your well-being.

(eeping employees informed and trained to reduce
:he risk of personal injuries in the workplace is the
Jccupational Health & Safety team's goal. They're
fodicated to a safe work environment.
f you're interested in learning how you can avoid
njury just by making small adjustments in your work
irea, complete the Health and Safety Request form
ound on the Corporate Services Intranet site.
=!An

1est

ety
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Jf course, Occupational Health & Safety is also
;oncerned about the safety of our buildings. To
nake sure our work environment is the safest it can
)8, Occupational Health & Safety conducts worksite
1azard analysis, evaluates indoor environment
�uality, reduces the likelihood of fire and other
fongers, and even manages our exposure to
isbestos pollution.
)ccupational Health & Safety is available for training
;essions and provides communications. For more
nformation, call extension 58775.
• DCC Occupational Health & Safety, ext. 58775
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Dir:J Youl::.now...
If you slouch in your desk chair while typing,
you could be putting extra strain on the
tendons, nerves and muscles in your wrists?
You can maintain an efficient workflow by
placing high-use items within your immediate
reach zone?
Anti-glare screens can affect the clarity of the
characters on the monitor?
To ease muscle tension you should switch
positions frequently and rotate job tasks?
To break the cycle of repetition and ease
muscle tension, you should relocate
equipment such as a fax or printer so that you
are forced to get out of your chair and retrieve
them from time to time?

l);r:J You /::.now...
■ If you are experiencing pain and discomfort
while performing your job tasks, or you suffer
an injury on the job, you are required under
Florida workers' compensation statutes to
report it to our Workers' Compensation carrier.
Currently, BCBSF uses Integrated
Administrators; they can be reached by dialing
1-800-757-6113.
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Purchasing And
■ Services
Copy Services

Graphic Services

Save time, money and hassle by using Copy Services
for your high-speed black and white and color copying
needs.

Need a cover designed for your PowerPoint presenta
tion? Do you want to create a poster or banner to
promote an activity? Want a choice of graphic artwork
to add to your project? Graphic Services can help with
your desktop publishing and Copy Services design
needs for internal material.

The high-speed copiers can be used for mail merges,
inserting variable data into letters and documents, and
sorting of files prior to copying and distributing or
mailing. Electronic documents can be downloaded into
files over the corporate Intranet and sent to the high
speed or color copier for production.
You'll pay 25 percent below the market price and your
cost center will be charged back allowing you to
concentrate on more important things . . . like your
presentation. And if you want to add a little pizzazz to
your presentation, Copy Services can add color and a
choice of binding options.
At your service 10 hours a day, with overtime if
needed, Copy Services is open from 7:00 am to 5:00
pm at the DCC2-1 location. A support office is located
at ROC 2N and is open from 8:00 am to 4:30 pm.
A Copy Services requisition and a list of available
services can be found on the Intranet. Look under
Organizational Pages/Corporate Services/Copy Center
and click on Copy Center Request.

■ DCC Copy Services, ext. 56582
■ DCC Copy Services Fax, ext. 58524
■ ROC Copy Services, ext. 18779

Located at DCC2-1, visit Graphic Services between
7:30 am and 4:00 pm. The graphic technician can help
you plan your project from initial concept to final
design to completed project.
Did You /::.now... Electronic files can be sent
to the Copy Center for sorting or mail merging
and copying on our network copiers?

Did You /::.now... The high-speed copiers in
the Copy Centers can duplicate 15,000 copies
per hour?

Did You K.now... It costs over 10 times as
much to produce a color copy than a black and
white copy?

West Palm Beach

5

Ft. Lauderdale
Miami
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Real EstateAnd
■ Facilities

■

fhe Real Estate & Facilities area is responsible for managing the leased real estate assets of the
�nterprise and does so in a cost-effective, professional manner. This includes monitoring and
1dministering corporate and subsidiary office space (owned and leased facilities) with regard to
actical office space planning, interior programming and design, construction management,
)roperty management and building occupancy chargebacks.
�eal Estate Asset Management &
)evelopment

1Vith our employees located at different offices
hroughout Florida, and outside of the state, it's
11perative to have an area dedicated to the manage
nent of leased assets/buildings. The Real Estate &
:acilities area coordinates all activities associated
vith Enterprise-leased facilities. This includes negoti
ting, coordinating and administering lease agree
nents and property management service agree
nents, real estate site analysis, lease operating
!Xpense analysis and real estate tax valuation.

=acilities Planning & Design/Construction
\dministration
,s our organization continues to grow, the office
pace continues to evolve to fit expanding needs.
:acilities Planning & Design/Construction
,dministration coordinates and manages all projects
ssociated with Enterprise office space. Their key
ssponsibility is to assist employees with office
pace planning and design needs to ensure efficient
se of office space and compliance with guidelines.
·hey handle everything from project management
ervices to space planning and interior design,
onstruction documentation to re-utilization of
orporate assets and more.

!omputer Aided Design and Facilities
llanagement
:eal Estate and Planning coordinates and integrates
II computer aided design and facilities management
pplications to support facilities planning and
1anagement and construction for BCBSF. They also
repare and coordinate all building occupancy
hargeback information with regard to annual
udgets and monthly expenses for the Enterprise.
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Property Management & Property Services
Property Management & Property Services handle
all service requests for the Jacksonville-leased facili
ties and all field offices, such as janitorial services,
landscaping, food and vending services, heating and
air conditioning, general office maintenance, adjust
ments to workstations, conference room scheduling,
audio/video coordination and surplus furniture
assets.
The Real Estate & Facilities staff are attuned to the
corporate culture, work processes, personnel needs
and department interactions. Who better to plan,
design and construct the physical environment we
work in?
Visit the Real Estate & Facilities Intranet page on the
Corporate Services site, or call extension 34311 for
more information.
■ Real Estate & Facilities, ext. 34311
Did Youtnow... In March 1982, BCBSF
occupied most of the Riverside Office Complex
and 101,000 sq. ft. of leased office space? In
fact, approximately three floors at ROC were
leased to another tenant, and none of the
leased office space was in Jacksonville. Today,
BCBSF occupies all of the ROC and DCC
complexes, as well as approximately 950,000
sq. ft. of leased office space in Florida and
Connecticut.
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Purchasing And ■ I
■ Services

■

Corporate Travel and Meeting Services
The Corporate Travel coordinators are trained to support
your travel needs. They will book your airline tickets,
hotel rooms, rental cars or offsite meeting rooms. Your
Corporate Travel and Meeting Services experts have
up-to-date equipment, software and consulting
services to fulfill your travel and offsite meeting needs.
For specific information and consultation services, call
extension 58210 between the hours of 8:00 am and
5:00 pm or visit the office in DCC4-1. A travel requisi
tion, travel profile form and a meeting request form
are all available on the Corporate Services Intranet
site. Visit Organizational Pages/Corporate Services and
select Travel Services or Meeting Arrangements.
■ Corporate Travel and Meeting Services,
ext. 58210
■ Corporate Travel and Meeting Services Fax,
ext. 50016

Dic:J You �now... Over 98 percent of all calls
are answered in the Travel Department without
being put on hold?

Dic:J You �now... The Travel Department has
an After Hours Hotline Services number to
ensure each employee's business needs are
addressed? Call the toll-free number located on
your travel itinerary. (Note: You'll need the
alphanumeric access code listed on the Travel
and Meeting Services Intranet page or on your
paper or email itinerary. Check it out before you
leave! )

Dic:J You �now... The Travel Department has
negotiated hotel room discounts for Florida's
major cities to help you reduce your administra
tive expenses?

Dic:J You �now... If you travel more than three
times a year, your Travel Coordinator would like
you to complete a Travel Profile which will
speed up your reservation when we book your
travel arrangements?

7
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EngineeringAnd ■
■ Building Services

■

=ood Services and Special Events

-he Food Service Program is designed to meet all of
,ur business needs from a single bagel to special
Nent planning for thousands. With the assistance of
i.RAMARK, Corporate Services will provide conven
:rnt options to meet your various business needs
ind budget.
1

Cafeteria - Three cafeterias provide nutritious
breakfasts and lunches for employees. They are
open from 7:00 am to 10:15 am and 11 :15 am to
1 :30 pm every workday.
Vendor - Got snacks? Over 150 vending
machines are well stocked to provide snacks to
7,000 Jacksonville-based employees.
Catering/Special Events - On-site catering is
also available for employee meetings, TWCs,
Employee Appreciation events, holiday parties and
other special events. If your event requires a
special flair, the highly qualified and experienced
Special Event Planning staff can assist with
decorations, entertainment, audio/visual
equipment and set-up.

Gift Shop
Forget Boss's Day? A co-worker's birthday? Your
anniversary? No worries. There are two gift shops
to provide friendly service and choice. Visit the gift
shops at DCC1-1 and ROC 3. For your convenience,
the gift shops are open from 7:30 am to 4:00 pm,
Monday through Friday and carry items to meet a
variety of needs, including greeting cards, gifts,
balloons, snacks, magazines and more.
Did You /:.now... The food service program
includes the operation of over 150 vending
machines?

Did You /:.now... At the Deerwood Campus,
Riverside Office Complex and Freedom
Commerce Centre, we have an exclusive food
contract with ARAMARK? The more people who
use the services of ARAMARK, the less we're
charged to eat!

:or Food Services/Special Events and Cafeteria
\Ssistance please call:
Food Services/Special Events, ext. 50013
DCC and FCC Cafeteria, ext. 50013
ROC Cafeteria, ext. 16354

■
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Logistics

■

Suppo rt

Logistics Support is responsible for managing shipping and receiving, courier services,
incoming mail, outgoing mail, internal distribution, stock and inventory control, warehousing
and records retention. For assistance with your logistical needs, call 1 6746 or 1 644 1 .
Shipping & Receiving
Overnight Delivery & Courier Services
Shipping & Receiving offices are responsible for the
receipt and delivery of incoming mail, express
packages, stock items, office supplies, inter-office
mail and purchase orders to all buildings.
Additionally, these offices coordinate pick-up of
outgoing mail, express mail and packages.
For Shipping & Receiving assistance, please call:
■ ROC, ext. 16335
■ DCC, ext. 56433
■ FCC, ext. 34308
Did You K:now... Each Shipping & Receiving
office is staffed with courier services between
facilities and off-site locations?

Did You Know... Logistics Support received
the U S Postal Forms " Big Idea " Award for
consolidating billing and zoning of incoming
mail? BCBSF was the first corporation nationally
to zone incoming mail to business geographic
areas expediting delivery and reducing adminis
trative cost.

Did You Know... Logistics Support processes
an estimated 125,000 incoming parcels and 1.5
million pieces of mail annually?

Express Package Service
Logistics Support contracts for overnight express
package service. They are your shipping partner for
whatever you need to ship - to wherever you need
to ship it. To receive the best shipping value and
service, contact your Shipping & Receiving office to
arrange for express courier service.
This service has limitations for cut off times and
services. There are five easy steps to shipping using
express services.
1. Choose Your Service: Select the service that best
fits your time, cost, and other business considera
tions.
2. Pack Your Shipment: Make sure you choose
appropriate packaging for your shipment - whether
it's the vendor's or your own.
3. Complete the Necessary Paperwork: Step-by-step
instructions are available. They can even set you up
online. There are also several methods available contact your servicing Shipping & Receiving office.
4. Send Your Shipment: Place your overnight
package in the appropriate container in the mailroom
or designated pick-up point.
5. Track Your Shipment: Express Package Vendors
have online service so you can track your shipment
to ensure timely delivery.
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:-n g ineering A n d

■

■ Building Services

ngineering & Building Services provides employees with a safe and comfortable work
nvironment throughout all B C B S F-owned facilities (Deerwood Campus and Riverside Office
omplex) . Work order forms, catering request forms and meeting request forms are available
n the Corporate Services Intranet site. Service desks are maintained at each location and are
:affed by fully-trained representatives from 7:30 am to 4 :00 pm.
ngineering & Maintena nce
ngineering & Maintenance maintains the structural
tegrity and continuous efficient operation of the
eerwood Campus and Riverside Office buildings.
·om a complete power failure to a light bulb
Jrning out, from making keys to fixing broken
1rniture, Engineering & Maintenance technicians
·e at our service 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.
uilding Services

) make our work environment more pleasant,
uilding Services negotiates and manages the
)ntracts for the things we tend to take for granted:
Cleaning and Groundskeeping - Night and day
cleaning of all office space, trash removal and
landscaping.
Conferencing Needs - Scheduling Conference
Center and video conference room for DCC and
ROC, securing audio and visual equipment for
meetings, placing furniture and providing confer
ence room supplies (including flip charts,
markers, etc).
Shredding & Recycling - Once all paper clips
and binder clips have been removed, waste paper
can be shredded and/or recycled. Building
Services handles the pick-up and processing of
these materials.
)r Engineering & Building Services Assistance,
ease call:
DCC Facilities Help Desk, ext. 56421
ROC Facilities Help Desk, ext. 16421
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Did '/OtJ Know... In 1999, Engineering &
Building Services saved BCBSF over $100,000
in landfill charges and received the Mimi and
Lee Adams Environmental Award for our
Recycling Program?

Did '/OfJ Know... Engineering & Maintenance
manages over 23 acres of grass and 8 acres of
trees and shrubs?

Did '/OfJ Know... The Engineering &
Maintenance Department replaces over 15,000
light bulbs every year at ROC and DCC?
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Logistics

Support

M aterials Managem ent
Materials Management, also known as the "stock
room;' is responsible for inventory control of office
supply items, marketing material and bulk material
for the Enterprise.

Records Retention
Are your filing cabinets busting at the seams?
Hesitant to throw vitally important documents away
even though you don't think you'll need them again?
Records Retention may be able to help.

Materials Management processes most orders
within 24 hours, and sometimes even faster - just
make sure to have your form number ready!

The Records Retention department is responsible
for the pick-up and delivery of records that will be
stored in accordance with Corporate Policy. The files
are stored by a private contractor.

If you have a rush order, please call the Materials
Management Help Desk at extension 18267. If you
have a problem with your order, please call the
Materials Management supervisor at extension
16434 or 16441.
The Materials Management Intranet pages are a
wealth of information. Visit them by going to
Organizational Pages/Corporate Services/Logistics
Support.
■ ROC Materials Management, ext. 16434 or 16441

If you would like to store records with Records
Retention, call 18156, or visit the Records Retention
pages on the Corporate Services Intranet site by
selecting Logistics Support and then Records
Retention.
■ ROC Records Retention, ext. 18156
Did You tnow. . . BCBSF maintains an
inventory of paper products and marketing
materials valued at over $3.5 million annually?

Did You tnow. . . Materials Management
manages three warehouse facilities in the
business community? The main facility is
located in the Riverside Office Complex.
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SafetyA n d
11111
Security

■ •

/eh icle Services
f you find you rself with a dead car battery or a flat
i re, Safety & Security will respond to you r ca l l to
!Xtension 22222 i n 10 minutes or less .

;afety & Security officers carry two-way rad ios that
illow them to comm u nicate with the Security
:antral Center and summon assistance when
Iecessary. Of course, it's only with the cooperation
)f each individual that we can have a truly effective
iafety and security progra m . Make sure you do you r
)art i n ensuring a safe a n d secure workplace
mvi ron ment.

o contact Safety & Security Customer Service, visit
he Corporate Services I ntranet site, or cal l :
1 DCC, ext. 52004 a n d 52005
1 FCC, ext. 346 1 1
1 ROC, ext. 1 622 1 and 1 603 1
Did You Know. . . You should register you r
vehicle with Safety & Security? You ' l l receive a
registration hangtag for your rear-view mirror
that wil l a llow Safety & Security to q uickly
contact you in the event of a mechanical (or
h uman) malfunction, such as a flat tire or lights
l eft on .

Did You know. . .
■

All Safety & Security Officers a re certified in
CPR and first aid, and respond to emergen
cies with a tra uma kit that includes oxygen
and an a utomated external defibrillator?

■

All Safety & Security Officers must success
fully complete an a n n ual physical agility test
to ensure they are capable of responding to
emergencies in a timely and effective
manner?

■

Safety & Security offers free overnight use of
engravers to help employees mark persona l
valuables with a n identification number?

■

I ntercoms are located throughout the DCC
parking lots and ROC garage, allowing
employees to contact Security at the touch of
a button in an emergency or if they see
somethi n g suspicious or need assistance with
thei r veh icle?

■

Safety & Security meets and greets nearly
50,000 of your visitors and handles nearly
1 0,000 of your del iveries a yea r? Whew . . .
and you thought a l l they did was badges !

■■ ■ ■■■■■■■ ■■■■■ ■■
■
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•
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"Badges? We don't do just badges!" The Safety & Security team works 24 hours a day, 7 days a
week, 52 weeks a year providing a wide variety of value-added services to protect and support
the Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida Enterprise.
Safety & Security also provides emergency medical services, security escorts and assistance
with disabled vehicles, as well as manages and monitors life-safety, security and C CTV systems
at Enterprise facilities throughout Florida and across state lines.
Safety Services

Security Services

Our Safety & Security officers are equipped and
trained to respond to fires, medical and other
emergencies in an effective and timely manner.
Officers who have achieved certification as instruc
tors also teach CPR and First Aid classes for
employees at no cost. Safety & Security supports
the Enterprise Operations Center team in the event
of any adverse condition that may impact critical
business f unctions or employees' general safety.
They even manage a Crisis Management Plan and
facilitate a special Threat Assessment and
Management team to address threats and potential
violence in the workplace.

Safety & Security provides an access-controlled
environment for the protection of employees and to
support the company's regulatory compliance,
including HIPAA/AS. They maintain, manage, modify
and monitor a variety of systems, including badge
based access control, life-safety and other alarms,
security closed circuit TV systems, as well as related
voice and data communications and networks.

l);c:J You Know. . . When the emergency
telephone number, 11111, is used, the response
time is less than three minutes, and often less
than one minute? Or that Safety & Security
responds to an average of more than one
workplace medical emergency every day!

Want to know more? Safety & Security can provide
speakers for TWC's and other department meetings
with presentations on crime prevention, fire,
personal safety and related topics.
Dic:J You Know. . . Safety & Security provides
security escorts for employees? Simply call
"Security Link;' 22222, or the appropriate
Safety & Security Control Center at the
following extensions:
■ DCC and the Baymeadows area, ext. 52010
■ ROC and WIP, ext. 16684

■ ■■ ■
■ ■ ■ ••
■ ■■■ ■■ I

• ■ ■ • ••
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'Badges? We don't do j ust badges !" The Safety & Security team works 24 hours a day, 7 days a
week, 52 weeks a year providing a wide variety of value-added services to protect and support
the Blue Cross and B lue Shield of Florida Enterprise.
Safety & Security also provides emergency medical services, security escorts and assistance
with disabled vehicles, as well as manages and monitors life-safety, security and C CTV systems
1t Enterprise facilities throughout Florida and across state lines.
Safety Services
J ur Safety & Security officers are equipped and
:rained to respond to fires, medical and other
3mergencies in an effective and timely manner.
Jfficers who have achieved certification as instruc
:ors also teach CPR and First Aid classes for
3mployees at no cost. Safety & Security supports
:he Enterprise Operations Center team in the event
Jf any adverse condition that may impact critical
Jusiness f unctions or employees' general safety.
fhey even manage a Crisis Management Plan and
=acilitate a special Threat Assessment and
'v1anagement team to address threats and potential
✓iolence in the workplace.
Did YO«J /(now... When the emergency
telephone number, 11111, is used, the response
time is less than three minutes, and often less
than one minute? Or that Safety & Security
responds to an average of more than one
workplace medical emergency every day!

Secu rity Services
Safety & Security provides an access-controlled
environment for the protection of employees and to
support the company's regulatory compliance,
including HIPANAS. They maintain, manage, modify
and monitor a variety of systems, including badge
based access control, life-safety and other alarms,
security closed circuit TV systems, as well as related
voice and data communications and networks.
Want to know more? Safety & Security can provide
speakers for TWC's and other department meetings
with presentations on crime prevention, fire,
personal safety and related topics.

Did YO«J /(now... Safety & Security provides
security escorts for employees? Simply call
"Security Link," 22222, or the appropriate
Safety & Security Control Center at the
following extensions:
■ DCC and the Baymeadows area, ext. 52010
• ROC and WIP, ext. 16684
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Vehicle Services
If you find yourself with a dead car battery or a flat
tire, Safety & Security will respond to your call to
extension 22222 in 10 minutes or less.
Safety & Security officers carry two-way radios that
allow them to communicate with the Security
Control Center and summon assistance when
necessary. Of course, it's only with the cooperation
of each individual that we can have a truly effective
safety and security program. Make sure you do your
part in ensuring a safe and secure workplace
environment.
To contact Safety & Security Customer Service, visit
the Corporate Services Intranet site, or call:

■

DCC, ext. 52004 and 52005

■ FCC, ext. 34611

■

ROC, ext. 16221 and 16031
Diel You /::now... You should register your
vehicle with Safety & Security? You'll receive a
registration hangtag for your rear-view mirror
that will allow Safety & Security to quickly
contact you in the event of a mechanical (or
human) malfunction, such as a flat tire or lights
left on.
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Did You /:.now...
■ All Safety & Security Officers are certified in
CPR and first aid, and respond to emergen
cies with a trauma kit that includes oxygen
and an automated external defibrillator?

■

All Safety & Security Officers must success
fully complete an annual physical agility test
to ensure they are capable of responding to
emergencies in a timely and effective
manner?

■ Safety & Security offers free overnight use of
engravers to help employees mark personal
valuables with an identification number?

■

Intercoms are located throughout the DCC
parking lots and ROC garage, allowing
employees to contact Security at the touch of
a button in an emergency or if they see
something suspicious or need assistance with
their vehicle?

■

Safety & Security meets and greets nearly
50,000 of your visitors and handles nearly
10,000 of your deliveries a year? Whew . . .
and you thought all they did was badges!

■
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■ ■
■

ogistics
Support

■,

aterials Management

Records Retention

/laterials Management, also known as the "stock
)om;' is responsible for inventory control of office
upply items, marketing material and bulk material
)r the Enterprise.

Are your filing cabinets busting at the seams?
Hesitant to throw vitally important documents away
even though you don't think you'll need them again?
Records Retention may be able to help.

/laterials Management processes most orders
vithin 24 hours, and sometimes even faster - just
1ake sure to have your form number ready!

The Records Retention department is responsible
for the pick-up and delivery of records that will be
stored in accordance with Corporate Policy. The files
are stored by a private contractor.

: you have a rush order, please call the Materials
/lanagement Help Desk at extension 18267 If you
ave a problem with your order, please call the
ilaterials Management supervisor at extension
6434 or 16441.
he Materials Management Intranet pages are a
✓ealth of information. Visit them by going to
lrganizational Pages/Corporate Services/Logistics
upport.
ROC Materials Management, ext. 16434 or 16441

�

If you would like to store records with Records
Retention, call 18156, or vsit the Records Retention
pages on the Corporate Services Intranet site by
selecting Logistics Support and then Records
Retention.
■ ROC Records Retention, ext. 18156
Did You /::.now... BCBSF maintains an
inventory of paper products and marketing
materials valued at over $3.5 million annually?

Did You /::.now... Materials Management
manages three warehouse facilities in the
business community? The main facility is
located in the Riverside Office Complex.
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Engineering & Building Services provides employees with a safe and comfortable work
environment throughout all B C B S F-owned facilities (Deerwood Campus and Riverside Office
Complex). Work order forms, catering request forms and meeting request forms are available
on the Corporate Services Intranet site. Service desks are maintained at each location and are
staffed by fully-trained representatives from 7:30 am to 4 :00 pm.
Engineering & Maintenance
Engineering & Maintenance maintains the structural
integrity and continuous efficient operation of the
Deerwood Campus and Riverside Office buildings.
From a complete power failure to a light bulb
burning out, from making keys to fixing broken
furniture, Engineering & Maintenance technicians
are at our service 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.

Building Services
To make our work environment more pleasant,
Building Services negotiates and manages the
contracts for the things we tend to take for granted:
■

Cleaning and Groundskeeping - Night and day
cleaning of all office space, trash removal and
landscaping.

■

Conferencing Needs - Scheduling Conference
Center and video conference room for DCC and
ROC, securing audio and visual equipment for
meetings, placing furniture and providing confer
ence room supplies (including flip charts,
markers, etc).

■

Shredding & Recycling - Once all paper clips
and binder clips have been removed, waste paper
can be shredded and/or recycled. Building
Services handles the pick-up and processing of
these materials.

For Engineering & Building Services Assistance,
please call:
■

DCC Facilities Help Desk, ext. 56421

■

ROC Facilities Help Desk, ext. 16421
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DirJ Yw /::.now... In 1999, Engineering &
Building Services saved BCBSF over $100,000
in landfill charges and received the Mimi and
Lee Adams Environmental Award for our
Recycling Program?

DirJ Yw /::.now... Engineering & Maintenance
manages over 23 acres of grass and 8 acres of
trees and shrubs?

DirJ Yw /::.now... The Engineering &
Maintenance Department replaces over 15,000
light bulbs every year at ROC and DCC?
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ogistics
Support
... ogistics Support is responsible for managing shipping and receiving, courier services,
ncoming mail, outgoing mail, internal distribution, stock and inventory control, warehousing
nd records retention. For assistance with your logistical needs, call 1 6746 or 1 644 1 .
hipping & Receiving
)vernight Delivery & Courier Services

;hipping & Receiving offices are responsible for the
eceipt and delivery of incoming mail, express
,ackages, stock items, office supplies, inter-office
nail and purchase orders to all buildings.
\dditionally, these offices coordinate pick-up of
>utgoing mail, express mail and packages.

:or Shipping & Receiving assistance, please call:

1

1

1

ROC, ext. 16335
DCC, ext. 56433
FCC, ext. 34308
Did Y()(J Know... Each Shipping & Receiving
office is staffed with courier services between
facilities and off-site locations?

Did You Know... Logistics Support received
the U S Postal Forms " Big Idea " Award for
consolidating billing and zoning of incoming
mail? BCBSF was the first corporation nationally
to zone incoming mail to business geographic
areas expediting delivery and reducing adminis
trative cost.

Did You Know... Logistics Support processes
an estimated 125,000 incoming parcels and 1.5
million pieces of mail annually?

9

Express Package Service
Logistics Support contracts for overnight express
package service. They are your shipping partner for
whatever you need to ship - to wherever you need
to ship it. To receive the best shipping value and
service, contact your Shipping & Receiving office to
arrange for express courier service.
This service has limitations for cut off times and
services. There are five easy steps to shipping using
express services.
1. Choose Your Service: Select the service that best
fits your time, cost, and other business considera
tions.
2 . Pack Your Shipment: Make sure you choose
appropriate packaging for your shipment - whether
it's the vendor's or your own.
3. Complete the Necessary Paperwork: Step-by-step
instructions are available. They can even set you up
online. There are also several methods available contact your servicing Shipping & Receiving office.
4. Send Your Shipment: Place your overnight
package in the appropriate container in the mailroom
or designated pick-up point.
5. Track Your Shipment: Express Package Vendors
have online service so you can track your shipment
to ensure timely delivery.
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EngineeringAnd ■
■ Building Services

■

Food Services and Special Events

Gift Shop

The Food Service Program is designed to meet all of
our business needs from a single bagel to special
event planning for thousands. With the assistance of
ARAMARK, Corporate Services will provide conven
ient options to meet your various business needs
and budget.

Forget Boss's Day? A co-worker's birthday? Your
anniversary? No worries. There are two gift shops
to provide friendly service and choice. Visit the gift
shops at DCC1-1 and ROC 3. For your convenience,
the gift shops are open from 7:30 am to 4:00 pm,
Monday through Friday and carry items to meet a
variety of needs, including greeting cards, gifts,
balloons, snacks, magazines and more.

■

Cafeteria - Three cafeterias provide nutritious
breakfasts and lunches for employees. They are
open from 7:00 am to 10:15 am and 11 :15 am to
1 :30 pm every workday.

■

Vendor - Got snacks? Over 150 vending
machines are well stocked to provide snacks to
7,000 Jacksonville-based employees.

■

Catering/Special Events - On-site catering is
also available for employee meetings, TWCs,
Employee Appreciation events, holiday parties and
other special events. If your event requires a
special flair, the highly qualified and experienced
Special Event Planning staff can assist with
decorations, entertainment, audio/visual
equipment and set-up.

Did You Know... The food service program
includes the operation of over 150 vending
machines?

Did You Know... At the Deerwood Campus,
Riverside Office Complex and Freedom
Commerce Centre, we have an exclusive food
contract with ARAMARK? The more people who
use the services of ARAMARK, the less we're
charged to eat!

For Food Services/Special Events and Cafeteria
Assistance please call:

■
■
■

Food Services/Special Events, ext. 50013
DCC and FCC Cafeteria, ext. 50013
ROC Cafeteria, ext. 16354
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■ •

...,,

:orporate Travel and Meeting Services
fhe Corporate Travel coordinators are trained to support
1our travel needs. They will book your airline tickets,
1otel rooms, rental cars or offsite meeting rooms. Your
:::orporate Travel and Meeting Services experts have
Jp-to-date equipment, software and consulting
;ervices to fulfill your travel and offsite meeting needs.

=or specific information and consultation services, call
:lxtension 58210 between the hours of 8:00 am and
5:00 pm or visit the office in DCC4-1. A travel requisi
:ion, travel profile form and a meeting request form
3re all available on the Corporate Services I ntranet
;ite. Visit Organizational Pages/Corporate Services and
;elect Travel Services or Meeting Arrangements.

• Corporate Travel and Meeting Services,
ext. 58210

• Corporate Travel and Meeting Services Fax,
ext. 50016

Diel You /::.now... Over 98 percent of all calls
are answered in the Travel Department without
being put on hold?

Diel You /::.now... The Travel Department has
an After Hours Hotline Services number to
ensure each employee's business needs are
addressed? Call the toll-free number located on
your travel itinerary. (Note: You'll need the
alphanumeric access code listed on the Travel
and Meeting Services Intranet page or on your
paper or email itinerary. Check it out before you
leave! )

Diel You /::.now... The Travel Department has
negotiated hotel room discounts for Florida's
major cities to help you reduce your administra
tive expenses?

Diel You /::.now... If you travel more than three
times a year, your Travel Coordinator would like
you to complete a Travel Profile which will
speed up your reservation when we book your
travel arrangements?

... .. .
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Real EstateA n d •
■ Facilities
1

1

The Real Estate & Facilities area is responsible for managing the leased real estate assets of the
Enterprise and does so in a cost-effective, professional manner. This includes monitoring and
administering corporate and subsidiary office space ( owned and leased facilities) with regard to
tactical office space planning, interior programming and design, construction management,
property management and building occupancy chargebacks.
Rea l Estate Asset Managem ent &
Developm ent
With our employees located at different offices
throughout Florida, and outside of the state, it's
imperative to have an area dedicated to the manage
ment of leased assets/buildings. The Real Estate &
Facilities area coordinates all activities associated
with Enterprise-leased facilities. This includes negoti
ating, coordinating and administering lease agree
ments and property management service agree
ments, real estate site analysis, lease operating
expense analysis and real estate tax valuation.
Facilities Planning & Desig n/Construction
Ad m i n istration
As our organization continues to grow, the office
space continues to evolve to fit expanding needs.
Facilities Planning & Design/Construction
Administration coordinates and manages all projects
associated with Enterprise office space. Their key
responsibility is to assist employees with office
space planning and design needs to ensure efficient
use of office space and compliance with guidelines.
They handle everything from project management
services to space planning and interior design,
construction documentation to re-utilization of
corporate assets and more.
Com puter Aided Design a nd Facilities
Management
Real Estate and Planning coordinates and integrates
all computer aided design and facilities management
applications to support facilities planning and
management and construction for BCBSF They also
prepare and coordinate all building occupancy
chargeback information with regard to annual
budgets and monthly expenses for the Enterprise.
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Property Ma n agem ent & Property Services
Property Management & Property Services handle
all service requests for the Jacksonville-leased facili
ties and all field offices, such as janitorial services,
landscaping, food and vending services, heating and
air conditioning, general office maintenance, adjust
ments to workstations, conference room scheduling,
audio/video coordination and surplus furniture
assets.
The Real Estate & Facilities staff are attuned to the
corporate culture, work processes, personnel needs
and department interactions. Who better to plan,
design and construct the physical environment we
work in?
Visit the Real Estate & Facilities Intranet page on the
Corporate Services site, or call extension 34311 for
more information.
■ Real Estate & Facilities, ext. 34311
Diel You Know... In March 1982, BCBSF
occupied most of the Riverside Office Complex
and 101,000 sq. ft. of leased office space? In
fact, approximately three floors at ROC were
leased to another tenant, and none of the
leased office space was in Jacksonville. Today,
BCBSF occupies all of the ROC and DCC
complexes, as well as approximately 950,000
sq. ft. of leased office space in Florida and
Connecticut.
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Copy Services
Save time, money and hassle by using Copy Services
for your high-speed black and white and color copying
rieeds.
The high-speed copiers can be used for mail merges,
nserting variable data into letters and documents, and
sorting of files prior to copying and distributing or
11ailing. Electronic documents can be downloaded into
files over the corporate Intranet and sent to the high
speed or color copier for production.
You 'll pay 25 percent below the market price and your
:::ost center will be charged back allowing you to
:::oncentrate on more important things . . . like your
Jresentation. And if you want to add a little pizzazz to
{Our presentation, Copy Services can add color and a
:::hoice of binding options.
!\t your service 10 hours a day, with overtime if
1eeded, Copy Services is open from 7:00 am to 5 :00
Jm at the DCC2-1 location. A support office is located
3t ROC 2N and is open from 8:00 am to 4:30 pm.
!\ Copy Services requisition and a list of available
,ervices can be found on the Intranet. Look under
Jrganizational Pages/Corporate Services/Copy Center
md click on Copy Center Request.
• DCC Copy Services, ext. 56582

Graphic Services
Need a cover designed for your PowerPoint presenta
tion? Do you want to create a poster or banner to
promote an activity? Want a choice of graphic artwork
to add to your project? Graphic Services can help with
your desktop publishing and Copy Services design
needs for internal material.
Located at DCC2-1, visit Graphic Services between
7:30 am and 4:00 pm. The graphic technician can help
you plan your project from initial concept to final
design to completed project.
Did You Know... Electronic files can be sent
to the Copy Center for sorting or mail merging
and copying on our network copiers?

Did You Know... The high-speed copiers in
the Copy Centers can duplicate 15,000 copies
per hour?

Did You Know... It costs over 10 times as
much to produce a color copy than a black and
white copy?

• DCC Copy Services Fax, ext. 58524
• ROC Copy Services, ext. 18779
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■ Health A n d Safety
"Sit up straight!" That's not your Mom talking. That's the Occupational Health & Safety team
looking out for your well-being.
Keeping employees informed and trained to reduce
the risk of personal injuries in the workplace is the
Occupational Health & Safety team's goal. They're
dedicated to a safe work environment.
If you're interested in learning how you can avoid
injury just by making small adjustments in your work
area, complete the Health and Safety Request form
found on the Corporate Services Intranet site. C 1c
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Of course, Occupational Health & Safety is also
concerned about the safety of our buildings. To
make sure our work environment is the safest it can
be, Occupational Health & Safety conducts worksite
hazard analysis, evaluates indoor environment
quality, reduces the likelihood of fire and other
dangers, and even manages our exposure to
asbestos pollution.
Occupational H ealth & Safety is available for training
sessions and provides communications. For more
information, call extension 58775.
DCC Occupational Health & Safety, ext. 58775
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f)Jrl 'Jou 1'now. . .
■ If you slouch in your desk chair while typing,
you could be putting extra strain on the
tendons, nerves and muscles in your wrists?
■

You can maintain an efficient workflow by
placing high-use items within your immediate
reach zone?

■ Anti-glare screens can affect the clarity of the
characters on the monitor?
■

To ease muscle tension you should switch
positions frequently and rotate job tasks?

■

To break the cycle of repetition and ease
muscle tension, you should relocate
equipment such as a fax or printer so that you
are forced to get out of your chair and retrieve
them from time to time?

l>icJ 'JOtJ l:.noiw...
■

If you are experiencing pain and discomfort
while performing your job tasks, or you suffer
an injury on the job, you are required under
Florida workers' compensation statutes to
report it to our Workers' Compensation carrier.
Currently, BCBSF uses Integrated
Administrators; they can be reached by dialing
1-800-757-6113.
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Purchasing And ■
■ Services

Printing Services

l\lso known as Reprographics, The Print Shop or
=>rinting Department, Printing Services prints from
3ingle-color up to four-color process materials, such as
Jrochures, envelopes, letters, forms, invitations and
llore. Of course, their work doesn't end there. If your
ob requires folding, stapling, wrapping, or boxing,
=>rinting Services will handle that, also. They'll even
llake sure your materials get delivered to the
3ppointed contact.

f your printing request requires print vendor manage
llent, Printing Services can coordinate that so you
Non't have to. This allows you to avoid the technical
�uestions and administrative hassles of dealing with
1endors yourself.

1\1 1 jobs completed by Printing Services are charged
Jack to your cost center and are on the average 20-30
Jercent less than what outside vendors charge.

ro initiate a job with Printing Services, simply
�omplete the Printing Requisition in full, and they'll
:ake care of the rest. You can find the Printing
1equisition on the Intranet. Go to Organizational
=>ages/Corporate Services/Printing Department and
:lick on Printing Services Request

=>lease allow as much lead time as possible when
,ubmitting your job to Printing Services.

=or more information, call extension 16266 between
3 :00 am and 4:30 pm.

• ROC Printing Services, ext. 16266

• ROC Printing Services Fax, ext. 16990

3

Diel You Know... The average length of
printing experience in Printing Services is
sixteen years?

Diel You Know... Printing Services prints over
7,000,000 envelopes annually?

Diel You Know... Printing Services imprints
over 60,000,000 sheets of paper annually?

■

BCBSF/YMCA
Fitness Center

■ '-

Building a healthy spirit, mind and body for all - that's the YMCA's mission. So jump in the
game. Get on board. VVhether you are looking for a full-body workout or precision training, the
on-site YMCA has the equipment and staff to serve your needs. Group exercise classes are also
available to challenge and motivate members.
The BCBSF/Y MCA Fitness Center is located at
DCC3-1. Depending on the membership level you
choose, you'll also have access to 11 other Y MCA
facilities across Jacksonville. For your convenience,
membership premiums are deducted bi-weekly from
your paycheck.
When you join the "Y;' you'll participate in a Fitness
Orientation to learn the ropes. The Orientation works
in conjunction with a Fitness Evaluation that
measures resting heart rate/blood pressure, body fat
percentage, cardiovascular endurance, muscular
endurance, muscular strength and flexibility. This will
show you your current physical condition - a must
before starting any exercise program. Don't let that
scare you. Think of the rewards in six to eight weeks
when you're re-evaluated and see the progress
you've made.
Stop by DCC3-1 for a tour of the facilities. They
include towel service, toiletries, locker rooms with
dry sauna, aerobic studio equipped with a spring
loaded hardwood suspension floor, state-of-the-art
weight lifting and cardiovascular equipment, and an
exercise-testing lab.
Hours of Operation:
■ Monday - Thursday, 6:00 am to 7:30 pm
■ Friday, 6:00 am to 7:00 pm
■ DCC BCBSF/Y MCA Fitness Center, ext. 50010
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Did You Know...
■ The BCBSF/Y MCA is the largest Y MCA
corporate facility in Jacksonville?
■ The BCBSF/Y MCA serves more than 1, 100
members?
■ The BCBSF/Y MCA offers services to BCBSF
employees (members and non-members
alike) such as, Healthy Back and Stress
Management?
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Purchasing And
11 Services

■

Virtually every employee uses the services of the Purchasing and Services area whether it be

iirectly or indirectly. When you look for a person's name on workstation nameplates, hand

your business card to a new business partner, use letterhead to communicate to our members,

�equest a professional cover for a presentation and then order multiple copies, or when you

�equire hotel arrangements for a meeting, you're using j ust a few of the skills and services of

:he Purchasing and Services area.

r>urchasing Services

f you a re i nte rested i n obta i n i n g office s u pplies,
:omputers, printing suppl ies or forms that a re not
Na i lable t h rough Materials Management, please
:ontact P u rchasing Services to place you r o rder. By
foing so, you ' l l have access to order consol idation
J i scou nts, you won't have to fol l ow-u p on b i l l i n g
Jeca use the expenses a re cha rged t o you r cost
:enter, you ' l l have access to a va riety of vendors with
3 wide ra nge of goods and services, and you can
Jlace you r order o n l i n e . What cou ld be easier?

=or more i nformation, visit the Pu rcha s i n g Services
ntra net s ite at O rgan izationa l Pages/Corporate
;ervices/Purchasing & Services . There you ' l l find
J n l i n e req u i sition forms for busi ness ca rds,
1ameplates, IT softwa re and hardwa re, and items for
Jnder and over $500.

:::>u rchasing Services' primary location is Deerwood
:::om plex ( DCC) 4-1 . There's a secondary location at the
={ ivers ide Office Complex (ROC), 3 Towe r. H o u rs of
Jperation a re from 8:00 am t h rough 4:30 pm . For
Jenera ! i n formation, ca l l extension 58058 .

• DCC P u rcha s i n g Services, ext. 58058

• DCC Purch a s i n g Services Fax, ext . 5001 8

• R O C Purch a s i n g Se rvices Fax, ext . 1 8233

1.

Did 'lou t::now. . . The Pu rchasing staff negoti
ates with vendors to provide 30 - 60 percent off
the office s upply catalog's listed price ? N ow
that's a s i g n ifica nt savings !

Did 'lou t:.now. . . D u ri n g an average year,
Pu rchas i n g Services p u rchases over
$30, 000,000 worth of goods and services ?

Did 'lou know. . . The majority of Purchase
Req u isitions a re sent to Pu rchasing Services via
the I ntra n et ?
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Corporate
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Aviation

■

■ Services

Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida operates a corporate aircraft as a business tool to increase

In Corporate Services, we continually strive to be our customers' choice for product and serv

travel efficiency and management effectiveness. The Corporate Flight department, consisting of

ice excellence. Our mission is to provide high quality, low cost office-related products, services

a team of three pilots and based at nearby Craig Airport, supports the Company's business goals

and alternatives in a timely manner to assist you in the attainment of your business needs, goals

by providing safe, secure and efficient air travel services.

and obj ectives.
How can we deliver on this mission? By being cost
conscious, customer-focused and team-oriented. By
encouraging learning and growth and striving for
continuous quality improvements. And by supporting
the entire Enterprise through a variety of teams,
each dedicated to every employee.
No matter where you're located, or what you do, we
can help make your job a little easier.
Whether you need to make an airline reservation,
change a light bulb, host a party, move a wall, get
medical assistance, have a package delivered to the
other side of the world, design a poster, print an
invitation, order a nameplate, store brochures, shred
sensitive documents, eat, color copy and bind pre
sentations, have the windows cleaned, improve the
ergonomics of your workstation or just look and feel

better. You can do it all through Corporate Services.
And that's not all!
On the following pages is a brief description of each
functional area that makes up the Corporate
Services Group, and what we deliver to you, our
customer. We encourage you to visit our Intranet
site under Organizational Pages/Corporate Services
or call for more information because we can't possi
bly list everything we do.
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■ Purchasing & Services
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■ Safety & Security

13

■ Engi neering & Building Services

17

■ Real Estate & Facilities
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■ Corporate Aviation
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Convenience, Choice, Friendly Service - that's what Corporate Services delivers to the
Enterprise. Let us be your choice for product and service excellence. For more information visit
the Corporate Services Intranet site, call directly, or schedule a tour. We look forward to making
your j ob a little less work!

E nterprise Po licies a pplying to Corporate Services:
■ Policy #1.25

Secure Disposal

■

Policy #1.35

Physical Access Control

■

Policy #1.36

Parking

■ Policy #3.10

Travel and Meeting Services

■ Policy #3.21

Vehicle Use

■ Policy #4.10

Copy Center Services

■

Policy #4.20

Procurement of Goods/Services

■ Policy #4.21

Materials Management

■ Policy #4.30

Records Retention

■ Policy #4.50

Contracts for Purchase, Lease, Rental
and Maintenance

■ Policy #4.51

Office Space, Furniture and Design Standards

■ Policy #4.52

Facilities Utilization

Corporate Services is proud to support the Enterprise Operations Center team that
works to keep critical business elements up and running in the face of disasters like
floods, fires and hurricanes.
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Note: Per Compass, all BCBSF advertising must be reviewed by the Legal Affairs

Division and the Corporate Advertising & Market Communications Department.
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Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida at a Glance
Headquarters: Jacksonville, Florida
Founded:
•

It was 1 944 when the Florida Hospital Service Corporation, the forerunner of Blue Cross
ofFlorida, began its operations in Jacksonville with a staff of four.

•

Two years later (1 946), the Florida Medical Services Corporation was formed, eventually
becoming Blue Shield ofFlorida.

•

The two companies later consolidated in 1 980 to form Blue Cross and Blue Shield of
Florida.

Organizational Structure: The Enterprise (Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida) manages

its business through four business sectors:
• Health Business - Our core business provides a full spectrum of health care plans and
services. It carries the strong Blue brand and represents our largest customer base,
adding more than 850,000 members since 1 997 and achieving a 3 1 percent market share.
•

Diversified Business - A customer-driven group of insurance and related businesses that
provide an array of solutions for company benefit and employee financial security needs.
Major product lines include life, disability, dental, long-term care, workers'
compensation and third party administration.

•

Government Business - This business sector focuses primarily on traditional Medicare
program administration and diversification into related markets.

•

£-Business -We established our £-Business sector in late 2000 to respond to the trends,
uncertainties and opportunities in our industry. The £-Business sector's mission is to
leverage key Enterprise assets through new business ventures (partnerships and alliances)
that create value for Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida.

Vision and Mission:

• Vision: "A company focused primarily on the health industry, delivering value through
an array of choices."
• Mission: Our mission forms the bedrock of our strategic direction. It establishes a
unique role for our company to advance the health and well-being of all Floridians and
underscores our commitment to use the company's resources not only to serve our
members, but also to pursue community and public policy solutions that improve the
quality, accessibility and efficiency of health care for all Floridians.
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Products Offered: Through the parent company and its family of subsidiaries, Blue Cross and
Blue Shield of Florida offers a broad choice of affordable, health-related products and services:
• Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida, Inc. offers health care choices that include
traditional health plans, PPO products, and long-term care and wellness programs.
• Health Options, Inc. and its controller affiliate, Capital Health Plan, offer HMO products
and wellness programs.
• Florida Combined Life Insurance Company, Inc. markets life, dental and disability
products.
• Comp Options Insurance Company, Inc. offers workers' compensation products.
• First Coast Service Options, Inc. is a third party administrator for the Medicare program.
• Incepture assists organizations primarily in the health industry improve their business
processes.
• Navigy, Inc. develops innovative e-enabled business solutions to meet the needs of the
evolving health industry.
• The Blue Foundation for a Healthy Florida, Inc., a not-for-profit charitable organization,
promotes better health in the state of Florida.
Enrollment:
• Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida and its family of subsidiaries serve more than 6
million Floridians.
• In its Health Business alone, Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida serves 3 .4 million
members, which is 3 1 percent of the Florida health insurance market.
Employees:
• Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida has grown to become one of Jacksonville's largest
private employers and a major force in the Florida economy.
• Statewide, the company provides jobs for more than 8,500 individuals in Jacksonville,
Miami, Ft. Lauderdale, Orlando, Tampa and Pensacola.
Accreditation:
• Based on 2002 Health Plan Employer Data and Information Set (HEDIS) data, the
National Committee on Quality Assurance (NCQA) has rated:
• Our North Geographic Business Unit' s Commercial HMO/POS Excellent.
• Commendable for our Medicare HMO product in both the North and South Geographic
Business Units.
• Our South Geographic Business United has been rated Excellent for Commercial
products.
External Ratings: Standard & Poor' s (A); A.M. Best (A); Moody' s (A3).
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Commitment to the Community: Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida has a deep

commitment to give back to the communities we serve. The contributions we make demonstrate
how our company lives up to its mission to advance the health and well-being of Florida's
citizens. We carry out our mission in this regard through three avenues.
• Our Corporate Community Relations and Community Giving programs support
organizations and projects that focus on health education and research, youth
development and community development.
• Through Blue Community Champions, employees volunteer thousands of hours every
year to provide board leadership, feed the hungry, walk miles to raise funds for worthy
causes, mobilize volunteers and challenge other organizations to get involved. In
addition, our employees have been number one in giving to the United Way campai gn in
Northeast Florida for the last four years.
• The Blue Foundation for a Healthy Florida works to positively impact Florida's many
different health care challenges with a particular focus on the health and well-being of
the uninsured and underserved.

Miscellaneous Facts:
•

Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida is the oldest, largest and most recognized health
care coverage provider in the state of Florida.

•

The state of Florida is the 4th largest state in the U.S. with a rapidly growing market. It is
anticipated to be the 3 rd largest state by 2020.

•

The Blue Cross Blue Shield system of plans consists of 42 independent Blue Plans with a
total national enrollment of 84.9 million members as of September 2002. This equates to
24.9 percent of the U.S. population.

The Cascone Years As Chief Executive Officer
Background:
•

Cascone originally joined Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida in November 1 968.

• Throughout his tenure, he has served as a senior officer in a number of key areas
including Health Industry Services, Marketing, Corporate Communications, Legal and
Legislative Affairs, Information Systems and Operations, Private Business Operations,
Government Programs, Facilities and Office Services and Finance.
• Cascone was promoted to Chief Executive Officer in July 1 998. He was appointed the
additional responsibility of Chairman of the Board effective January 2002.
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Key Milestones:

1 998 - BCBSF filed articles of incorporation for First Coast Service Options, Inc., (FCSO) as a
wholly owned third-party administrator of government programs business. FCSO
maintains offices in three states (Florida, Connecticut and Maryland).
1 998 - BCBSF's subsidiary Health Options acquired Principal Health Care of Florida and
began managing the business on January 1 , 1 999.

2000 - BCBSF established Navigy as a wholly owned subsidiary to pursue £-business
opportunities.
2000 - BCBSF formalized its employees' long history of community involvement by
launching the Blue Community Champions employee volunteer program.
200 1 - BCBSF incorporated The Blue Foundation for a Healthy Florida, Inc. as a charitable
non-profit organization to promote better health in the state of Florida.
200 1 - Through its subsidiary Navigy, BCBSF partnered with Humana to create Availity - the
only multi-payer web portal in Florida that enables physicians and other health care
providers to transact business with BCBSF, Humana, and in the future, other payers
from one Internet site
2002 - BCBSF incorporated Incepture as a wholly owned, for-profit subsidiary to assist
organizations primarily in the health industry manage and improve their business
processes.

Challenges:

• Image - The "image" of managed care and the health insurance industry have been
sullied in the media and with regulators and legislators by a few bad apples. With high
customer satisfaction ratings, it is important to differentiate our company in the
marketplace.
• Change - The magnitude and rate of change combined with the natural resistance people
have to change is one of the greatest challenges our company faces.
• Spiraling Health Care Costs - Rising health care costs are putting tremendous pressure on
the industry. For the first time in more than a decade, health care spending per capita
rose at a double-digit rate in 200 1 , growing 1 0 percent. Spending on hospital services
(both inpatient and outpatient) surged by 1 2 percent in 200 1 , reflecting increases in both
hospital payment rates and use of hospital services. Hospital spending was the key
driver of overall cost growth, accounting for more than half of the total increase.
• Consumer Demands for Choice - Consumers are more interested than ever before in
understanding their health care options. Many consumers welcome new product
offerings that allow them to be in more control and make their own choices.
• Negotiations with Hospitals, Physicians and other Providers - Hospitals and physicians
are more willing to negotiate in the media. During the past decade, consolidation has
given hospitals unprecedented market power. This gives them more leverage when it
comes to negotiating rates with health care coverage companies. The result has been
increased medical costs and higher premiums for health care coverage.
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Biggest Opportunity:

• The biggest opportunity for the health care industry in the coming year is to meet
consumer demand for more convenience, control, personalized service and choice. The
opportunity exists to reinvent the way consumers choose and use health care. Providing
information, care navigation tools and a choice of benefit plans will help consumers
make better health care decisions and be more active participants in spending their health
care dollars.
• BCBSF has developed a new family of health plans - called BlueOptions - that allows
members to customize their benefits. These new health plans enable consumers to make
choices based on their care preferences and how much they want to pay for services.
These health plans "put the power of choice in consumers' hands." By providing
consumers with more information regarding a wide range of quality product choices,
BCBSF is helping them select the benefits that best meet their individual needs.
•

Consumers are at the heart of Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida' s reason to build
new products. By developing a method to offer a wide array of products and services,
BCBSF is responding to consumer demands for greater choice and convenience. Our
HMO and PPO products will remain available, but the new BlueOptions plans provide
another coverage choice that gives consumers more options and control than HMOs and
costs less than PPOs.

Awards/Recognition:
•

Availity, L.L.C., BCBSF ' s joint venture with HUM-e-FL, Inc., a subsidiary of Humana
Inc., was recently named as one of three winners selected to receive the 2003
AstraZeneca-National Managed Health Care Congress (NMHCC) Partnership Award.

•

BCBSF has been the #1 employee giving group in Northeast Florida for four consecutive
years.

• Jacksonville Magazine has recognized BCBSF as one of the "Top 25 Companies That
Care" in the Jacksonville area for our commitment to giving back to the community.
•

Family Care Connections of Jacksonville named BCBSF one of "Northeast Florida's Top
25 Family-Friendly Companies."

•

BCBSF 's Diversified Business sector was named Wal-Mart Workers' Compensation
Vendor of the Year for 2002.

•

BCBSF was recognized by the Florida-Georgia Blood Alliance for having the highest
number of lifesaving blood donations in 200 1 .

•

The National Business Aviation Association recognized BCBSF with its 200 1 Corporate
Business Flying Safety Award for operating business aircraft 2 1 years, for a total of 7,740
consecutive hours without an accident.

• The Jacksonville Urban League recognized BCBSF for its commitment to the overall
wellness of the Jacksonville community and efforts toward equal opportunity by
recruiting a highly trained and diverse workforce.
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